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Dear Parents and Guardians: 
 
I would like to take this opportunity to first thank all the parents and guardians for all you do 
and continue to do every day for our students and our school community.  We have all 
experienced tremendous challenges during this pandemic and I am so very proud of the great 
work accomplished each day.   We have taken this journey together and we have continued to 
focus on the safe and successful return to school.   When we started this journey last March, 
we could not have possibly anticipated all the changes and challenges we would face both 
personally and professionally.   As we closed out the 2020 school year, I reflected on the 
tremendous sense of accomplishment shared.  COVID-19 challenged us all to stop what we 
were doing, shutter our schools, and design a strategy to continue instruction, and we did this 
over the course of a weekend in March 2020.  In the face of a global pandemic, we accepted 
the challenges and found new strategies to support our students in a 100% remote learning 
environment.  Never forget this tremendous accomplishment. 
 
When school started in September, again, who would have predicted the events and activities 
of the next six months?   We moved from 100% remote to the hybrid model of instruction and 
back again on a moment’s notice.  Following NB’s Board approved “Strategic Plan for a Safe 
and Successful School Year,” we safely manage our daily operations with grace, determination,  
and professionalism, providing daily health and temperature screening for all our students, 
teachers, support staff and visitors.  Our after school activities continue and we even provide 
remote instruction during ‘snow days.’   Simply incredible.  And all this is happening while a 
comprehensive High School construction project is underway.  I’ll say it again:  Simply 
incredible.    
 
Now, as we journey into March and the 3rd marking period, it is appropriate to continue our 
research, and opportunities for informed dialogue on the matter of growing our programs and 
stretching daily routines.  To this end, I will convene a Program Expansion Planning Committee 
to focus on these challenging tasks. 
 

Program Expansion Planning Committee 
 

I have joined with a group of Burlington County Superintendents to participate in an advisory 
group focused on exploring strategies to expand opportunities for students this spring.  At the 
same time, I will join a team of NB administrators and teachers interested in exploring options 
specific to NB students.  I have organized a Program Expansion Planning (PEP) Committee to 

https://www.nburlington.com/o/nbc-rsd/page/school-year-2020-2021
https://www.nburlington.com/o/nbc-rsd/page/school-year-2020-2021
https://nbreferendum.com/


explore opportunities to expand our instructional programs.   It is clear that the COVID data 
has begun to turn, and with more and more faculty and staff receiving vaccines, it seems 
appropriate to continue our dialogue on this topic.  As the NB committee expands, it will 
include parents, students, and board members. 
 
As I have explained before, I do watch the data closely.  On the right, please note the COVID 
activity chart for the Southwest region of the state.  NB is in the Southwest region.  Of 
significance is the ‘Case Rate” for the weeks of 2/6, 2/13, and 2/20. This chart reflects the 
lowest  rates we’ve seen since early November.   
 
Moreover, we have gained a tremendous amount of 
experience managing operations during these 
difficult times.  We are much more advised as to the 
challenges presented with morning temperature 
screening protocols, transportation, in person 
classroom protocols and class coverage strategies.   
It is the intention of the committee to gather data 
and prepare recommendations.  Certainly, I do not 
want to get ahead of the committee and suggest NB 
will be making significant changes this spring but 
the research on the options is appropriate.   We will 
stay abreast of any changes in policy from the state 
and the department of health as well. 

To be clear, our students and our faculty are 
currently in-person in a hybrid model with 
approximately 50% of our students coming into 
school for in-person instruction and the other students remaining home for 100% remote 
learning.  The students leave at noon and continue their school work in an asynchronous 
program.  This committee will examine the current practice, explore barriers that prohibit the 
expansion of opportunities, and prepare recommendations to strengthen NB’s program 
offerings.   

A Final Thought:  
 
The idea of the PEP Committee is to demonstrate a proactive approach to the challenges that 
await.   Not only must we reflect on program planning and master schedule options for this 
spring, but we must begin our clear preparation for September 2021.   As always, there is much 
to do.   I, along with the entire administration, will continue to do our best to over communicate 
with all our stakeholders  and guide the informed dialogue and deliberations on the very 
challenging topic of expanding opportunities for our students.   
 
  
Sincerely, 
James Sarruda, Ed.D. 
"Inspiring Digital Learners” 


